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As the backbone of a system, choosing the right backplane for a critical
embedded system is an important task. Suppliers are navigating challenges to
developing the future of backplane technology that takes into account current
and future design needs. Image courtesy of Elma Electronic.
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Editor’s Foreword
By Jerry Gipper

@VitaTechnology

jgipper@opensystemsmedia.com

Haswell and legacy extensions
wrap up summer
As the summer heat dies down and fall ramps up, so should
industry activity after the typical summer vacation slowdown.
However, it was still a fairly busy summer for announcements.

provided by the processor suppliers. Maybe this is the push that
is moving them further up the supply chain to be system suppliers. I will dig more into this in the coming months.

Haswell
The summer heat started off with the wave of Intel Haswell
4th generation processor boards announced on June 4.
My inbox was sprinkled with product announcements from
ADLINK, Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions, Eurocom,
GE Intelligent Platforms, Kontron, Mercury Systems, and probably others that I might have missed.

Legacy products
Another observation I have made this summer is the splash
of legacy product announcements that have been made. It
started in April when Emerson Network Power announced that
they were extending the availability of popular VME boards an
additional 2-3 years for a total of 18 years. I did not understand
the reasoning for such an announcement since, as a designer,
I would not be starting a design using one of these products.
And if I were an existing customer, you could have told me
directly without issuing a press release.

I had to sit back and reflect a bit on the good old days when
new processors were announced by Motorola, Intel, or
Sun Microsystems, and the race was underway by the board
suppliers to make the claim to be the first to announce. The
processor suppliers did not have the same tight rein on product
announcements as they do now, and the announcement dates
were not as restricted.
In those days, board and system suppliers raced to make that
“first to announce” claim and then it would be weeks to months
before sample products were available. Today, board and
system suppliers are more restricted from making announcements until the processors are fully baked, tested, and ready to
ship. As a product manager, today’s strategy is much easier to
contend with, substantially reducing the risk of product release
delays due to processor issues. I recall a processor launch that
encountered so many delays in getting fully functional processors in the board developers’ hands that we actually had to
announce the board and system level products three separate
times over an 18 to 24 month period. Now all the fun has been
eliminated as the dates are more controlled plus the processor
suppliers are much better at getting solid, functional parts to
developers for product testing.
But on the other hand I struggle with the product differentiation
that I observed when I saw all these product announcements
on the same day. Without in-depth study of the product feature
details, I was not able to distinguish any significant differences
in the products. Today’s processors come with more complete
chip-sets that dictate the processor board’s features. Other than
adding an FPGA with proprietary IP, there is often little to no differentiation. I struggle to understand how vendors can claim to
have innovative boards when they are simply following a recipe
www.vita-technologies.com

This was then followed up by an announcement from GDCA, Inc.
on the certification of their FAA Repair station for the repair
of the Viper809BXA-01 circuit card assembly. Obviously the
release was issued to demonstrate their legacy product capability, but again, the audience was extremely limited. [Plug for
GDCA – I transferred many obsolete products to them while I
was with the Motorola Computer Group.]
My suspicions got stronger with a May announcement from
Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions that they too were
extending the life of a popular SBC to 2016. They then followed that up with a mailing promoting that Curtiss-Wright
can put the “oomph” back into your legacy system with technology insertion options. Even better, they claimed, they have
longevity-of-supply processes and options that will end your
obsolescence nightmares.
All of this talk about legacy systems and extending the life
of older products is important to the critical and intelligent
embedded systems market, but today it is expected and is
considered a mandatory check-off when selecting a supplier
and products.
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VITA News
By Ray Alderman

exec@vita.com

Moving from HPEC to HPESC
are getting pretty saturated with multiple links
on the data plane. Higher-frequency copperbased fabrics may give us more throughput, but
they bring those pesky SI problems with them.
To get to High Performance Embedded Super
Computing (HPESC), we must go to optical links
(either single-mode or multi-mode).
Recent developments in optical
In the past few months, we have seen some
exciting developments in the optical spectrum.
In May, Mellanox (the purveyors of Infiniband)
bought Kotura (a maker of silicon-photonics
optical engines). Mellanox announces that
Infiniband is going optical in the near future.
Early last year, ST Micro (a semiconductor
maker) bought Luxtera (a maker of highvolume silicon photonics optical chips). In
February, Cisco (a networking company) bought
Image courtesy of TE Connectivity
Lightwire (a silicon-photonics chip maker).
Intel is said to be working furiously on their
The VITA 66 VPX Fiber Optical Interconnect specification is establishing
a baseline for optical technology in backplanes.
silicon-photonics chips. And the PCI-SIG has
announced OCuLink, an optical and copper
cable link for use inside and outside the chassis. In February,
HPEC (High Performance Embedded Computing) is an acronym
IBM and Dow Corning announced new techniques and mateused by many VPX product vendors today. With the availability of
fast processors like DSPs, GPGPUs, and the new i7 Intel machines,
rials for making optical backplanes.
we have the “cycles” to process mountains of data. But, the first
few generations of high-speed serial links still left us I/O-bound.
Who is driving HPESC?
The newest generations of fabric silicon are finally giving us the
The traditional embedded markets (military, industrial, medical,
bandwidth to take advantage of the powerful processors in the
and telecom) are not driving this transition. It’s the Data Center
market, initiating HPEC in many advanced applications.
and Cloud Computing markets that are driving us to optical: their
servers are more I/O bound than our VPX applications. But, the
Enter multiprocessing
data center servers operate in a climate-controlled environment
When you put multiple processors in slots on a backplane, you
with no significant shock and vibration exposure. The siliconincrease the demand for bandwidth on the local network for
based photonics chips (as opposed to the present hybrid optical
IPC (InterProcessor Communications) and data-sharing. Some
engines that use silicon for the logic and InP and InGaAs for the
of the fabrics have squirrelly protocols and tree-structures that
emitters and detectors) promise much better operational temadd latency. As the fabric frequencies increase, they introduce
perature ranges. The SP chip packaging engineers have no real
serious signal integrity problems for board and backplane
incentive to design for the heavy shock and vibration extremes
designers. You run into synchronization problems between
we find in most VPX critical system applications.
processors attached to the backplane network. Software archiThe basic technology philosophy at VITA is to adopt, adapt,
tecture becomes a nightmare. So, we are still I/O bound.
and, as a last resort, create. We will adopt these new optical
links to move to HPESC. Like we do now with present comMore links and faster fabrics
To solve these problems, we are seeing VPX systems designed
mercial silicon, we may have to screen (adapt) SP chips for our
with many more serial links between boards in the backplane,
needed operating temp ranges. But, getting those commerto increase the aggregate bandwidth of the system. We are
cial chips to handle extreme shock and vibration environments
running out of pins on 3U VPX, and the 6U implementations
could be a significant challenge (create).

›

www.vita-technologies.com
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Open Standards, Open Markets

Standards
Organization

VITA Standards Update

Editor’s note: This update is based on the January
VSO meeting. Upcoming meetings are held
bi-monthly through 2013. Visit the VITA website
(www.vita.com) for details on upcoming VSO meetings.

jgipper@opensystemsmedia.com

By Jerry Gipper

VSO working groups roundup
For current VITA specifications: opsy.st/vitaspecifications
Several working groups have current project work underway.
Contact VITA if you are interested in participating in any of
these working groups.
VITA 46: VPX
Several subgroups continue to complete development of various dot specifications related to VPX. Plus, work continues to
make improvements to the original specifications as they go
through reaffirmation.
VITA 47: Environments, Design and Construction, Safety, and
Quality for Plug-In Units
Additions and modifications are under review as the specification goes through reaffirmation.
VITA 48: VPX REDI
The working group is completing updates to ratified specifications and preparing various dot specifications for approval.
VITA 51: Reliability Prediction
The working group has been focused on completing updates
to ANSI/VITA 51.1, the MIL-HDBK-217 subsidiary specification.
VITA 57: FPGA Mezzanine Cards (FMC)
The VITA 57 working group is working on completing the
VITA 57.2 specification that describes FMC XML metadata used
to test functionality and compatibility of FMCs and carriers.
VITA 59: Rugged System-on-Module Express (RSE)
This specification describes a rugged COM Express type
module. The working group has posted a draft and is seeking
comments prior to completing the specification.
VITA 65: OpenVPX Architectural Framework for VPX
The OpenVPX system specification is a living document that
is continuously being updated with new profile information
and corrections. It is currently open for new submissions of
profiles.
ANSI/VITA 66.x, VPX: Optical Interconnect on VPX
Several dot specifications have been ratified and work is
nearing completion on the remainder of the projects.
VITA 67: Coaxial Interconnect on VPX
The working group is making solid headway on their way to
completing the specification by the end of 2013.
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VITA 68: VPX Compliance Channel
This specification defines a VPX compliance channel including
common backplane performance criteria required to support
multiple fabric types across a range of defined baud rates.
VITA 73: Small Form Factor (SFF)
The working group is preparing to move this specification to
VITA Draft Standard for Trial Use.
VITA 74: Nano Small Form Factor (NSFF)
Work is nearing completion on the specification in preparation
for final balloting.
VITA 75: Rugged Small Form Factor (RSFF)
The VITA 75 drafts are in trial use and are collecting comments
from developers prior to moving to the ratification phase.
VITA 76: High Performance Cable
The working group is defining a standard cable for box-to-box
interconnection. Testing is underway to verify various proposals.
VITA 77: vPXI
This is a new working group that is chartered with developing
a 3U instrument standard based on VPX.
VITA 78-NGSIS: SpaceVPX
This is a new working group that is chartered with developing
a standard for intra-satellite physical and logical interconnects
that covers high- and low-data rate use cases.
VITA 79: Embedded Photonics
This is a new working group that is chartered with developing a
standard based on work done by the JEDEC 13.6 subcommittee
for photonics. This is the first step in preparing a series of projects to address using optical backplane technology in the future.
VITA 80: Interoperability
This is a new working group that is chartered with developing
interoperability testing for products within the OpenVPX community. It is necessary that the interoperability test effort be
an industry-wide effort where interoperability testing is conducted under the auspices of the appropriate organizations.
For OpenVPX, it is VITA, specifically within the charter of the
VITA 80 Interoperability Working Group. Participating in these
working groups is a great way to influence the direction of the
next generations of technology.
www.vita-technologies.com

4th Generation
™
Intel Core i7 from
®

VPX · cPCI · VME · XMC · COM Express · Custom
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Main Feature

Backplane technology:
It all starts at the top(ology)
By Jerry Gipper, Editorial Director

VPX has opened up the possibilities to designing
high performance embedded computing platforms
with open standard, open architectures that have
never before been possible. Today’s computing
platforms are multi-dimensional; you no longer
select a parallel backplane and begin plugging in
processing and I/O modules to build your embedded
computing platform. There are many more options
that must be evaluated and decisions made before
you start ordering modules and integrating them
into a complete system. This complexity has great
advantages, but only to those who take the time to
fully understand the technology.

Much has been published about VPX
topology, but where does one go to
get started? If you purchase a complete system, many of the decisions
are made for you, but what if you are
developing your own applicationoptimized platform? Where is the best
place to start? Fortunately, there is a
support system out there that will take
you through the process.
Before you start designing a system with
VPX technology, you must understand
the topology. “Helping to educate computer system architects on the options
and the best choices are the first steps,”
commented Michael Monroe, Product
Specialist at Elma Bustronic. “Force
the system architects to go through the
pain of understanding topology.”

10 / Fall 2013 VITA Technologies

Distributed switching using
a mesh topology
Payload card
(with on-board switch)

›

Centralized switching using
a star topology

Centralized switching using
a dual star topology

Payload card

Switch card

Figure 1 | Multiple topologies are possible with VPX.
(Image courtesy of Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions)
www.vita-technologies.com

Main Feature
Getting started
“VPX is less likely to be plug and play,”
according to Steve Gudknecht, Product
Marketing Manager, Elma Electronic.
“The backplane and module designs go
hand in hand; there are challenges with
the I/O and their respective connections.”
To get through the challenges, collaboration with all pieces of the ecosystem is
necessary, from the backplane to modules. Backplane suppliers are in the unique
position of dealing with all aspects of the
architecture and thus often the best place
to start.

Image courtesy of Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions

Define the architecture
• Determine the backplane topology for the data flow and application
(Central Switched, Star, Distributed or Full Mesh, etc.)
• Determine if a standard backplane profile exists for the application

Choose the slot profiles required for the I/O and your boards
• Pick the slot profile that defines and maps the I/O that you need
(choices include Payload, Switch, Peripheral, Bridge and Storage)
• This process may be repetitive; there are over 30 slot profiles

Obtain the module profiles for your boards
• The module profile specifies the ports and protocols

Associate module profiles with the slot profiles
• More than one module profile can be used with a slot profile
• Slot profiles are protocol agnostic
• A board may comply with many module profiles

›

Figure 2 | Major steps to defining a VPX system.

www.vita-technologies.com

“We spend a lot of time studying the
detailed specifications of system cards for
I/O needs, understanding the potential
areas of conflict between cards,” commented Michael. “The backplane suppliers know the tricks that can prevent
costly changes during the development
phase.” He went on to explain that the
unique aspects of topology must be
addressed from the very start. He continued with, “Every system is going to
need a custom backplane!” How does one
cope with the need to seek out a backplane that will meet specific needs?
“The boards used in VPX and the profiles
defined by VPX are standard,” added
David Hinkle, Field Applications Engineer
at Elma Electronic. “But the topology can
be tuned to meet the needs of the application.” Field application engineers spend a
great deal of upfront time discussing the
topology options that should be considered when developing a system.
In the age of specialization that is VPX,
selecting from a list of three to four suppliers is no longer a good option. You must
select a “prime contractor” and depend on
their knowledge and skills to help direct
you to the best solution. If you are going
to go at it as an integrator, then choosing
a backplane supplier is probably a good
place to start.
Today’s backplane suppliers know the integration pitfalls. They understand and can
steer you away from costly changes during
development. They have had the experience of working with many of the module
suppliers. Their understanding of topology
architects is the most neutral. They have
paved the way over many of the pitfalls that
can exist if you are not properly prepared.
VITA Technologies
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Steps to defining a VPX system
To help you get started, Figure 2 illustrates the steps to defining a VPX system.
This process may be iterative as you start
working through your options. It may also
start at different points depending on
your needs: either at the architecture level
where the topology must be decided, or
with a board with a specific functionality
that will dictate the topology.
Several backplane suppliers have created white papers and guides to get
you started. Elma Electronic has taken
the steps to create a series of “Target

Application Guides” that explain how
payloads interact. The guides present
issues to consider and nurture the system
architects through the design stage:
• Identify the optimal starting board
and its applicable slot profiles
• Recommend supporting boards
based on their profiles and function
• Determine the backplane topology
for data flow and application
• Identify a backplane profile based
on standard backplane profiles
• Identify OpenVPX chassis profile for
development or deployment

You need it right. You want

VPX backplane suppliers roundup
There are several companies that
develop and supply backplanes for VPX
systems. Customization is a key element
of nearly all of the supplier strategies.
What follows is a rundown of several of
the suppliers and a look at what they
have to offer. Most have experience in
chassis and fully functional system integration that has provided them with
backplane design and integration so
critical to VPX systems.
Dawn VME Products (dawnvme.com)
Dawn has an extensive line of backplanes for the VPX marketplace. Dawn
understands that system designers are
challenged to meet application requirements while still adhering to the VPX
standard. A cookie-cutter, one-sizefits-all approach is not going to work.
Meeting the challenge requires an
approach that uses innovative customization to configure systems comprised
of VPX-compliant components.
Dawn is developing a new, soon-to-beannounced, “patent pending” technology. This new technology is supposed
to allow customers to choose between a
wide variety of available topologies at
the time of order.

Ready for your Mission
Critical VPX Application
VPX Development Systems, VPX,
VPX-REDI and OpenVPX Compliant
Backplanes, VPX Extender Boards, VPX
We are
dedicated to
maximizing customer

Power Supplies, Conduction Cooled
Enclosures, Accessories and
Customized Solutions.
Dawn's VPX

satisfaction through on-time
delivery of

product line features

zero-defect

highly conﬁgurable
backplanes and

products.

powered enclosures, multi-function

Rugged, Reliable
and Ready.

(510) 657-4444
dawnvme.com/vpx
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accessories, sub-racks, card cages,
test boards, panels and system
health monitors.

Elma Electronic (elma.com)
Elma Bustronic, member of the Elma
Electronic group, developed the industry’s first VPX backplane and proposed
the first VME pinouts to the VITA 46
subcommittee. Since then, Elma has
developed various VPX configurations
with and without VME64x legacy slots.
VPX presents design challenges with
higher layer-count backplanes and more
demanding power and cooling requirements. Elma tackles these problems with
signal integrity analysis, thermal simulation, and testing.
Hartmann Electronic
(hartmann-electronic.com)
Hartmann Electronic has VPX covered
with 3U and 6U backplanes from 3 to
10 slots and various mesh configurations, including hybrid VMEbus/VPX
backplanes. With over 5,000 custom
backplane designs to date, they have the
experience necessary to help develop
the right VPX backplane.
www.vita-technologies.com

Main Feature
Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense
Solutions – Hybricon (cwcdefense.com)
Early on, Curtiss-Wright Corporation
saw the significance of backplanes to
their VPX strategy so they purchased
Hybricon Corporation in 2010 to expand
their defense electronics subsystems
portfolio. Hybricon was a leading supplier of high performance electronic
packaging for the aerospace, defense,
and commercial markets.
“The addition of Hybricon’s electronic
enclosure technologies in our overall
design and manufacturing portfolio
expands our system integration capabilities and significantly enhances CurtissWright’s ability to provide mission-critical
rugged solutions to customers worldwide,” said Martin R. Benante, Chairman
and CEO of Curtiss-Wright Corporation.

Pixus Technologies
(pixustechnologies.com)
The Pixus Technologies lineage includes
Rittal and the former Kaparel Corporation.
Pixus Mil/Aero systems customers,
particularly for Command, Control,
Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR)
applications, are seeing performance challenges across the backplane to meet highspeed demands. The Pixus team often
guides system architects through the VPX
profile option process, helping to design
customized backplanes based upon specific configuration profiles.

SIE Computing Solutions (sie-cs.com)
The SIE Computing Solutions lineage
includes Mupac and Carlo Garvazzi,
two noted backplane suppliers. SIE has
vertical integration experience that is
important in understanding the complete design process. SIE application
engineers are experienced in assisting
customers in the development of backplanes optimized for any application.
Working with backplane suppliers
Fortunately, anyone starting a VPX system
integration project has plenty of resources
to assist them through the process.

Curtiss-Wright continues to supply
backplanes to the market and can help
design custom configurations of VPX
backplanes, ranging from 2 to 21 slots.

For the Titan ATR product line, Pentair
has an interesting front panel and I/O
transition board. They have created a
transition board that is hard mounted to
the enclosure front panel and that plugs
into the backplane using high-density
connectors. As the transition board is
a plug-in unit, system maintenance is
greatly simplified with no wires that can
break during maintenance operations.
The solid-state, no harnessing design
approach ensures optimal signal routing
and maximum signal integrity. A custom
transition board requires a custom backplane to mate with it. The backplane is
designed with the same I/O characteristics, ensuring full matching of controlled
impedances. Any required EMI/RFI filtering circuitry can be placed adjacent
to the various I/O connectors, increasing
the effectiveness.
www.vita-technologies.com

“

SigPro1: Signal Acquisition,
FPGA-based Record/Playback System

“

Pentair Electronic Packaging – Schroff
(schroff.co.uk)
Pentair has a selection of VPX backplane
products with new backplanes to be
announced this year. They have the coding
and alignment key for the VPX backplanes
in tooling now. The pins will include the
standoff, which prevents boards from getting plugged in upside down.

Elma’s SigPro1 is a high performance platform is
ideal for unmanned systems needs such as data
acquisition, radar, signal processing, and beamforming applications. Elma’s mission computing
systems are configurable, rugged platforms which
provide reliable embedded computing for a variety of
unmanned systems application requirements. Elma’s
expert team will help you from initial
system development to the final deployed
platform housed in a variety of small
rugged chassis designed to meet mission
size, weight and power constraints.

VITA Technologies
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Understanding the topology options that
are best suited for your particular application is a very important first step, but
don’t feel that you need to go at it alone.
Backplane suppliers are a great place to
start, as they have the experience and
connections necessary to reduce the
effort you need to complete your project.
Be prepared to work with a supplier to
have a backplane crafted that meets the
requirements of your design.

Backplane challenges ahead

At the present time, all embedded backplane architectures should be working to
create channel requirements to meet the specifications of 10 GBase-KR Ethernet
and 8 Gigatransfers per second (GTps) PCIe Gen 3. The IEEE 100 Gbps Backplane
and Copper Cable Working Group (IEEE P802.3bj) is on target to release a new
standard in mid-2014, according to the current timeline. [http://grouper.ieee.org/
groups/802/3/bj/timeline_1112.pdf]

Meeting the requirements for 25 Gbps channels is going to be a major challenge
to backplane designers, architectural standards bodies, and trade associations. It is
unlikely that all existing connector systems or even all platform architecture will be
able to rise to this challenge. PCIe is targeting 16 GTps as its next technology hurdle.
Enhanced backplane connector systems, as well as higher performance backplane laminates, are going to be needed for this
next generation. These backplane speeds will drive system I/O to an increased use of optical cables as the only way to achieve
useful distances while maintaining parity with the backplane data rates.
Each embedded architecture group will have to decide if they can make the leap to 25 Gbps backplane data rates with practical changes to their existing systems or if they need to architect an entirely new solution. We may be at a point where there
are new connector systems that can make the leap to 25 Gbps but not significantly beyond that point. Those embedded
architectures that cannot extend their current hardware components to 16 GTps or 25 Gbps may decide that the time has
come to abandon copper for board-to-board communications.
It is clear that it will be a couple of years before the majority of new embedded systems are capable at PCIe Gen3 and
10 GBase-KR data rates and probably four or five years before those segments of our industry that can make the leap to 16 GTps
and 25 Gbps Ethernet channels will be ready with improved hardware platforms. However, for those industries that decide
that their hardware approach cannot be extended to that next level, they must use this time to prepare for an optical future.
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By Jerry Gipper, Ed

The best-kept secrets in the critical and intelligent embedded computing industry involve knowing what technology is used in applications.
With all the recent news about leaks at the NSA, I thought it was time that we broke the details on some key design wins that VITA technology
suppliers have recorded in recent months.

Suppliers and their customers are very hesitant to provide design win information, especially when it comes to naming specific technologies and
programs. But the editorial team at VITA Technologies has their own “Edward Snowden” who has leaked information on recent design wins to us.
We felt that, in the best interest of information transparency, we should share this information with our readers.

Aitech

Our first discovery was with Aitech, the VME BBB3456 technology, which is used in the Rocket Motor Controller for all the Virgin
Galactic Spaceship I and II aircraft testing and for the recent launch to prepare for near Earth orbit. Attempts to get clearances from
the customer have been made but to no avail. Virgin Galactic is very impressed with the performance and capability of the products and is
very pleased with the design support provided by Aitech during the development of the controllers.

Mercury Systems

Mercury Systems has announced several design wins in recent months. They provide more details on the application, but are usually lacking
specific product information. However, we dug deeper. Here is a quick rundown with more information on the project and products used:
• A follow-on order from Lockheed Martin for advanced digital Intermediate Frequency (IF) receivers for a shipboard Electronic Warfare
(EW) application. This project is based on the sdlkfjlk lasdjkfa sldkfj alksjd.
• Orders from multiple customers for radar environment simulation equipment, including Boeing, the U.S. Navy, and the U.S. Air Force,
using the latest open architecture, standards-based products. The specific programs are whale, toad, and eagle. These programs are
based on the Mercury Systems VPX5555 and OpenVPX1234.
• Orders from a leading defense prime contractor (French Army we discovered) for Integrated Microwave Assemblies (IMAs) for an
airborne EW application. Products used are from the Mercury Systems RF/Microware product line.
• Lockheed Martin placed an order for high performance signal processing subsystems as part of the U.S. Navy’s Aegis Ballistic Missile
Defense (BMD) upgrade program. Signal processing high performance systems are used in this mission-critical defense program.
• An order from a leading defense prime contractor (Northrup Grumann) for rugged high-performance digital signal processing
modules (the DSP 89432) for an airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) application.

Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions (CWCDS)

Curtiss-Wright provides us more information when making a contract announcement, with customer and product details in most cases.
• A BAE Systems contract to provide lifecycle management services under an obsolescence mitigation upgrade program for the Bradley
Fighting Vehicle’s Turret Drive Control Unit (TDCU). Under the contract, the CWCDS business group will supply an obsolescence-free
upgraded version of the Tech Data Pack (TDP) used in the TDCU. The TDCU on the Bradley controls the drive and stability of the vehicle’s
turret system, enabling it to strike targets accurately while on the move. Under the agreement, Curtiss-Wright will identify and replace
end-of-life or obsolete electronic devices in the legacy TDP, and upgrade the unit’s three-module card set with long-lifecycle components
and a lifecycle management plan that will significantly extend the life of the Bradley. The TDP uses the CWCDS PMC-555, VPX3456,
and OpenVPX 7985.
• A contract from BAE Systems to design and develop a rugged embedded processor subsystem for use as the next-generation Central
Processing Unit (CPU) on the Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicle. Under the contract, CWCDS will supply its Turret Processor Unit III (TPU III)
subsystem, comprising its Fire Control Processor III (FCP III) Single Board Computer (SBC) and COTS PMC-651 Ethernet Switch. The
compact, lightweight, single chassis solution features hybrid backplane technology that supports both VME and VPX open standards.
• A contract from Northrop Grumman to provide an integrated embedded Digital Radio Frequency Memory (DRFM) system for use in the
U.S. Navy’s InTop (Integrated Topside) program. Under the contract, CWCDS will supply rugged COTS SBCs (OpenVPX 555) and other
embedded modules.
• A contract by a leading developer of radar systems (Lockheed Martin) to provide rugged open standards-based COTS VPX6-186 SBCs
for use in a next generation radar system (the Tour de France program).
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Publisher’s Note: Due to the difficult nature of gathering information on design wins in this industry,
our editor took a comical approach to illustrate what types of design wins are going on.
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Technology Feature

Processors in
VITA technology
By Jerry Gipper, Editorial Director

The original VMEbus specification was
tightly coupled to the Motorola 68000 bus
architecture; since then, the open architectures
defined by the various VITA standards are no
longer restricted to any specific processor
technology. This feature takes a look at the
status of the current choice of processors.

Images courtesy of Freescale Semiconductor (top left),
Xilinx (bottom left), and Intel (right).
Intel Architecture
Intel Architecture processors have made great strides in the
past 10 years to the point where this is now the dominate processor architecture used on many VPX-based Single Board
Computers (SBCs). Intel has made substantial commitments
to extended processor lifecycles that are mandatory in most
critical and intelligent embedded systems. The introduction of
multicore architectures balanced out the performance/energy
ratio to make the processors better suited to the tough environmental conditions experienced by embedded systems.

highly visual retail and digital signage solutions. Without
the need for a discrete graphics card, the built-in graphics
deliver smoother visual quality and improved ability
to decode and transcode simultaneous video streams.
Additionally, the new platform can also support up to
three independent displays, enabling one system to drive
multiple screens.

Most suppliers have settled in on the mid-range of the Intel
processor family. Occasionally, one will see an Intel Atom-based
product or boards using Intel Xeon server-class processors,
but most are using the 3rd and now 4th generation Intel Core
processors. The June introduction of the 4th generation Intel
Core processors based on the Haswell architecture brought on
a wave of SBC announcements. Most SBC suppliers upgraded
their 3rd generation products line to the new processors.
The Haswell architecture brings several new enhancements
to market:
›› The integrated HD graphics in the 4th generation Intel
Core processor platform delivers HD media playback for
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›

Figure 1 | Intel’s newest 4th generation Core i7 processor
started shipping in products in June.
www.vita-technologies.com
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›› T
 he upgrade to the Intel Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel AVX) 2.0 instruction
set delivers improved integer/matrix-based calculation abilities. For example, the
faster calculations enable the rapid collection and interpretation of sound waves in
an ultrasound machine and quick connectivity for delivery of the visible images to
the radiologist for a timely diagnosis.
›› Intel AVX 2.0 also improves performance due to wider vectors, new extensible
syntax, and rich functionality. This results in better management of data and
general-purpose applications such as image and audio/video processing, scientific
simulations, financial analytics, and 3-D modeling and analysis.
›› The 4th generation Intel Core processor family also features the latest Intel security
and management technology to enable faster data encryption for securing data
in applications that range from top-secret process data in factory automation to
medical records.
›› Intel Advanced Encryption Standard New Instruction (Intel AES-NI) for data
encryption enables intelligent systems to quickly encrypt and decrypt data running
over a range of applications and transactions. With Intel Active Management
(Intel AMT), the OS can now be easily shut down remotely, thus expanding
the overall manageability tools available to customers. This platform enables
businesses to more easily activate, deploy, and securely manage unattended
systems, saving time and cost through a centralized IT administration.
Freescale Power Architecture
Many VITA technology board suppliers use PowerPC Architecture processors for the SBCs. The newest are from the Freescale QorIQ
family. The T4240 has 12 physical dual threaded e6500 Power Architecture processor cores supporting 24 virtual cores, and the
T4160 has 8 physical cores supporting 16 virtual cores. With frequencies scaling to 1.8 GHz, large caches, hardware acceleration, and
advanced system peripherals, these products target applications that benefit from consolidation of control and data plane processing
in a single System-on-Chip (SoC).
These processors can be used for combined control, data path,
and application layer processing in data centers, WAN optimization controllers, application delivery controllers, routers,
switches, gateways, application and storage servers, mil/aerospace, and general-purpose embedded computing systems.
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Figure 2 | Xilinx’s Zynq 7000 includes dual ARM
Cortex A9 cores. View larger image: http://opsy.st/17AiJq4
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They can deliver approximately four times the computing horsepower of the P4080, Freescale’s previous QorIQ multicore SoC.
Like other QorIQ SoCs, these processors’ high level of integration offers significant space, weight, and power benefits compared to multiple discrete devices.
AMD Architecture
AMD also offers software compatible processors to the Intel
Architecture. The AMD Embedded G-Series Accelerated
Processing Unit (APU) is a combination of a low-power CPU and
advanced GPU into a single embedded device. This level of
graphics integration builds a foundation for high-performance
multimedia content delivery in a small-form-factor and powerefficient platform for a broad range of embedded designs.

This processor is used on several smaller form factor boards
because of its graphics performance to power advantage.
ARM Architecture
ARM-based processors are used extensively on many SBCs
and I/O modules, but the ARM processor core is buried within
the intelligent controllers used on these boards. ARM processors are starting to make a showing as the primary processing element on some PMC and XMC mezzanines. The
performance level and multicore capability are improving
to the point where talk of SBCs based on ARM technology
is on the verge of reality. Xilinx has moved the adoption of
ARM, along with the inclusion of an ARM core, in their Xilinx
Zynq-7000 All Programmable SoC.
The Xilinx Zynq-7000 All Programmable
SoC platform enables the efficient development of smarter systems through a
combination of two ARM Cortex-A9
MPCore processors combined with
Xilinx’s 28 nm programmable-logic fabric.
The future of processors and single
board computers
While other processor families are occasionally used for SBCs, the majority are
Intel, Power, and ARM architectures.
The Intel Architecture is a favorite
choice for general-purpose processors
used on SBCs. 4th generation Intel
Core processors have been added to
almost everyone’s product portfolio,
making a quick performance boost
available. Intel will continue to scale
the processors to improve performance and reduce energy demands.
Supporting chipsets will continue to
introduce new I/O as the technology
emerges.
The Freescale QorIQ series has the
advantage of more cores and, with its
highly integrated packaging, has no
need for a larger supporting chipset.
Communications applications gain the
most benefit from this processor family,
but many industrial applications with a
need for highly concentrated connectivity can also benefit.
ARM is widely used by all of the processor suppliers but it is usually used as a
controller core with application-specific
processors or chipsets. Expect to see
ARM emerge in more SoC products with
multiple cores that will be used as the
primary processor.
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Primetime Choices
Our PrimeTime Choices this issue include a wide variety of processor architectures
on several types of boards. It is great to see an assorted selection of architectures
on such innovative products.

Multicore goes to the next level
Multicore processors are
extremely beneficial in improving performance and optimizing the performance/energy
ratio. Extreme Engineering
Solutions, Inc. (X-ES) has introduced the XCalibur1840, a
6U OpenVPX module featuring the Freescale QorIQ T4240
or T4160 communications processor. When configured for
the T4240, the XCalibur1840 maximizes total processing
performance with 12 dual-threaded physical cores or up to
24 virtual cores. The T4160 provides a lower-power solution
with eight dual-threaded physical cores or up to 16 virtual
cores, ideal for platforms with more stringent Size Weight
and Power (SWaP) restrictions.
The XCalibur1840 provides a number of I/O interfaces,
including 16 lanes of Gen 2 PCI Express, four Gigabit
Ethernet (GbE) interfaces, and front panel or backplane
10 GbE ports. The XCalibur1840 supports two XMC or
PMC modules for additional I/O and processing flexibility.

Zynq changes game
ARM processing cores are showing up in more platforms each
month. The ADM-XRC-7Z1 from
Alpha Data features the Xilinx Zynq
System-on-Chip (SoC) on an XMC
form factor.
“Xilinx Zynq is a game changer for
the embedded market. The performance of dual ARM Cortex-A9 processors, tightly coupled
to over 6M logic gates with high-speed I/O, allows a reduction in SWaP. With the ADM-XRC-7Z1, designers can now
integrate their I/O, DSP, and host processing in a single
mezzanine card,” says Adam Smith, CEO of Alpha Data.
The ADM-XRC-7Z1 is suitable for deployment in commercial, industrial, and rugged systems. The programmable
logic is served with onboard memory and flexible I/O to
the front and rear. The front I/O supports the large selection of Alpha Data XRM adapters for applications including
Software-Defined Radio (SDR), radar and sonar processing,
image processing, and machine vision.

Extreme Engineering Solutions, Inc. (X-ES)
www.xes-inc.com
www.vita-technologies.com/p9913139

Alpha Data Parallel Systems Ltd
www.alpha-data.com
www.vita-technologies.com/p9915710
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It’s all about customization

Putting it all together

Customization of hardware
is a key advantage when
building intelligent computing platforms. Creative
Electronic Systems SA (CES)
has announced the
FIOV-2310, a 3U OpenVPX
module with a Xilinx Kintex-7
325T/410T user-programmable FPGA at its core. The FIOV-2310 allows the flexible
configuration of the high-speed links between the FMC
connector and various VPX backplane profiles, making it
suitable for the most demanding and complex applications.

There never seems to be too
much when it comes to having
programmable hardware. The
CHAMP-FX4 from Curtiss-Wright
Controls Defense Solutions is
an OpenVPX 6U FPGA engine
featuring triple onboard Xilinx
Virtex-7 devices in a single chassis slot. The board’s processing throughput is rated at >100 GBps for both memory
bandwidth and backplane I/O bandwidth.

“The FIOV-2310 is all about customization, from the
Kintex-7 FPGA to the addition of FMC I/O modules,
everything is programmable by the user,” stated Hervé
Garchette, CEO of CES.

Two of the CHAMP-FX4’s three Virtex-7 FPGAs serve as
“I/O” FPGAs and are connected to two FMC sites as well as
to the backplane SERDES. The third Virtex-7 device is the
board’s “aggregator” FPGA and is connected to the backplane expansion plane.

The Kintex-7 FPGA makes it possible to program the backplane interconnects to any of the popular serial fabric protocols: PCI Express, SRIO, SFPDP, and Ethernet (up to 10 GbE).

The CHAMP-FX4 is also the first 6U VPX product to support the Xilinx Zynq-7000 SoC, which includes an embedded dual-core ARM Cortex A9 processor. The Zynq device
is able to provide an efficient processor footprint, freeing
more of the board’s real estate for FPGA related processing.

Creative Electronic Systems SA (CES)
www.ces.ch
www.vita-technologies.com/p9911883

Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions (CWCDS)
www.cwcdefense.com
www.vita-technologies.com/p9913155

High-PErformance SOLUTIONS
rom CES
f

RIOV-2440

The latest SBC from CES provides 192 GFLOPS calculation
power with the 24 processing threads of the brand new
Freescale® QorIQ® T4240 processor.
With high-speed interconnects
matching the 3U OpenVPX™ formfactor, it provides a rugged high-performance
computation engine for data-intensive
applications in the embedded avionic and defense markets.
Headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, CES - Creative Electronic Systems SA has been
designing and manufacturing complex high-performance avionic, defense and communication boards, subsystems and complete systems for thirty years (such as ground and ﬂight
test computers, ground station subsystems, radar subsystems, mission computers, DAL A
certiﬁed computers, video platforms, as well as test and support equipment). CES is
involved in the most advanced aerospace and defense programs throughout Europe and
the US, and delivers innovative solutions worldwide.

For more information: www.ces.ch
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